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Tamarack Resort Unveils Winter Upgrades for 2023/2024 Season 
 
TAMARACK, Idaho (Oct. 18, 2023)—Tamarack Resort is gearing up for the 2023/2024 winter 
season with several new additions and amenities to improve the guest experience. The season 
is tentatively scheduled to open in early December, with lift operations running from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m., seven days a week. 
 
Terrain & Lift Access 

● Skiers and boarders will enjoy 60+ acres of new open terrain in the Reasons to Quit 
area. This brings the resort’s lift-accessible terrain total to 1,385 acres, which includes 
50 named runs and six named glades and natural tree-skiing areas. 

● A new interactive, family-friendly zone—Lumberjack Land—will be located just off the 
Waltz run. 

● Beginners can hone skills and gain confidence at a 5.5-acre learning area with sculpted 
terrain near the Discovery chairlift. 

● Guests will enjoy enhanced ski-in, ski-out lodging access with the Buttercup lift 
operating on weekends and holidays. 

 
Snowmaking Capability & Enhanced Conditions 

● Tamarack is increasing its snowmaking coverage by 30%, spanning 150 acres of named 
runs, with the addition of six new automated snowguns (TA TT10—the most efficient in 
the world) and one mile of new snowmaking pipe.  

● The addition of cutting-edge snowcat technology (Prinoth Winch Cat and extra Winch 
Cat pick points) will enhance grooming on steeper terrain and give guests a smoother 
and more enjoyable mountain experience all season long.  

 
Nordic Center 
The resort’s new Nordic Center is in The Lodge at Osprey Meadows and will offer retail, rentals 
and lessons for those exploring the 20K+ trail system, suitable for cross-country and skate 
skiing, snowshoeing and fat biking. 
 
Quicker Lift Access, Additional Ticket Options & More 

● A new automated ticket/pass kiosk in The Village Plaza will allow skiers and boarders to 
skip the ticket line and purchase or reload their day ticket and then proceed directly to 
the lift. 
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● This season, Tamarack will introduce multiday, consecutive-day tickets to provide more 

flexibility for guests. 
● Online reservations for rental equipment are now available on the Tamarack website. 
● Visitors now have access to paid overnight camping in the lower Aspen Parking Lot. 

 
For more information and to plan your winter adventure, go to http://tamarackidaho.com  
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About Tamarack Resort 
Tamarack Resort is an independent, all-season destination situated on 3,500 acres, located 90 
miles north of Boise in Tamarack, Idaho. From on-site vacation rentals, dining and event space 
to the full range of outdoor recreation in the Idaho mountains, there is adventure for any 
season. The winter brings 2,800 feet of vertical on 2,000 mountain acres for skiers and 
snowboarders, along with Nordic and snowshoe trails. During the summer, the resort is home 
to golf, mountain biking, ziplining, hiking, rafting and watersports on Lake Cascade. For more 
information on recreation, vacation rentals and real estate, visit https://tamarackidaho.com 
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